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The NACCL-20 conference, held at The Ohio State University on 25-27 April
2008, was made possible through the generosity of our sponsors and the help from all
those who had chipped in, volunteered, and worked diligently to assist in preparing for
the conference and during the 2-1/2 day conference. Besides two anonymous donors, The
Ohio State University sponsors were the following units and departments:
East Asian Studies Center* (Patricia Sieber, Director; Amy Carey, Assistant
Director) & Institute for Chinese Studies (Patricia Sieber, Director)
Office of International Affairs (Dieter Wanner, Interim Associate Provost)
College of Humanities (John W. Roberts, Dean)
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OSU Chinese Flagship Program (Galal Walker) & National East Asian Languages
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Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures (Mari Noda, Chair)
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Collins, Chair)
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This event is sponsored in part by a U.S. Department of Education Title VI Grant.

NACCL-20 also gratefully acknowledges help from reviewers of the many abstracts
that were received by the 30 November 2007 deadline, as well as help from Thomas
Ernst (NACCL Steering Committee Chair), Janet Xing (Western Washington University,
NACCL-18 organizer who provided helpful tips in summer 2007), and previous NACCL
organizers whose conference websites were useful for working out the deadlines, etc. Representatives from sponsoring units (Patricia Sieber, EASC and ICS; Mari Noda, DEALL;
Chris Brew, Linguistics) gave welcoming remarks. Linguistics faculty members in different units at The Ohio State University also gave generously of their time to chair panels
during the conference. These include: Mary Beckman, Donald Winford, Chris Brew,
James M. Unger, Mineharu Nakayama, Etsuyo Yuasa, Daniel Collins, and Alan Hirvela.
Two conference attendees, Drs. Beverly Hong and Mien-hwa Chiang, as well as conference presenters, also assisted with chairing panels.
Our thanks also go to the following staff members in different units—and in
different buildings on the OSU campus—who had worked cheerfully to help make the
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conference a success. Jennifer McCoy Bartko (Accounts Manager) at the East Asian
Studies Center served as NACCL-20 Administrative Assistant, and worked tirelessly for
the conference. She also manned the Registration Desk in the conference lounge and, with
help from Amy Carey (EASC Assistant Director) during the morning of the first and last
day, took care of all the logistics in the lounge throughout the entire 2-1/2 days of the event.
Jennifer’s student assistant, Graeme Henson, was our Graphics Designer who produced all
the wonderful graphics for the conference—NACCL-20 logo for the website and the
covers of both the Program Book and the Proceedings volumes, the flyer and poster for
Professor Pulleyblank’s ICS lecture, conference on-site signs for program schedules, as
well as every name tag worn by the conference attendees. At the College of Humanities,
we have Jody Croley Jones (Web Services Manager who oversees the OSU College of
Humanities’ web server) and her assistant, Miles Oldenburg (Web Developer), who
designed the online NACCL-20 abstract submission form and registration form and
adjusted the forms to meet our specific needs. Senior Systems Developer, James Cheng,
also assisted with some tweaking on the web server to enable proper display of Chinese
characters in the system. At OSU’s Foreign Language Center, Karen Lynn Moore (Information Associate, Foreign Language Publications) processed the registration fees that
were paid via credit card. Her help was enlisted because EASC did not have the means to
accept credit card payment. Last but not least, our staff in the Department of East Asian
Languages and Literatures—Debbie Knicely (Office Administrative Associate), Hui Chu
(Office Associate), and Soyoung Han (Office Assistant) —fielded phone-in questions,
reserved rooms for conference activities, took care of budgetary matters that came
through the department, as well as gave general logistic support. And, of course, our
students, both graduate and undergraduate, were enthusiastic and eagerly helped in
whatever ways they could to make our visitors welcome during the conference.
We also express our thanks to the Chinese Language Teachers Association, to
China Books, and to Cheng & Tsui for their support, in placing ads in the conference’s
Program Book that helped with printing costs.
Our acknowledgements are not complete without huge thanks, on behalf of the
NACCL-20 Organizing Committee, to the conference participants who came from near
and far to The Ohio State University, in Columbus, Ohio, to help celebrate the 20th anniversary of the NACCL conference! We close with heartfelt thanks to the contributors of
this two-volume set of Proceedings, for their timely submission of their papers, which
enabled the NACCL-20 Proceedings to be published in September, a record time of just
five months after the conference ended.
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